DESCRIPTION

What does social equality mean now, in a world of markets, global power and new forms of knowledge? In this new book, Raewyn Connell combines vivid research with theoretical insight and radical politics to address this question. The focus moves across gender equality struggles, family change, class and education, intellectual workers, and the global dimension of social science, to contemporary theorists of knowledge and global power, and the political dilemmas of today’s left. Written with clarity and passion, this book proposes a bold agenda for social science, and shows it in action.

Raewyn Connell is known internationally for her powerfully argued and field-defining books Masculinities, Gender and Power, Making the Difference, and Southern Theory. This new volume gathers together a broad spectrum of her recent work which distinctively combines close-focus field research and large-scale theory, and brings this to bear on those questions of social justice and struggles for change that have long been at the heart of her writing, and will have wide-ranging implications for the social sciences and social activism in the twenty-first century.

Visit www.raewynconnell.net
ABOUT THE AUTHOR

Raewyn Connell is University Professor at University of Sydney. She is an internationally renowned researcher in the field of sex and gender; her previous publications include *Masculinities, Gender and Power, Making the Difference,* and *Southern Theory.*

FEATURES

• A wide-ranging volume from one of the world’s most influential and respected figures in gender studies.

• Proposes a bold new agenda and manifesto for the social scientists as advocates of social justice.

• Addresses topics such as gender equality struggles, class and sexuality, voices from outside the West, the role of public intellectuals and the dilemmas of today’s Left.

• Written with clarity, passion, and often with good humour as is typical of Connell’s engaging and engaged scholarship.

For additional product details, please visit [https://www.wiley.com/en-us](https://www.wiley.com/en-us)